Question # 16: YOUR CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS ON YOUR TA'S TEACHING SKILLS ARE EXTREMELY IMPORTANT. PLEASE WRITE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE TEXTBOX BELOW. PLEASE LIMIT YOUR COMMENTS TO 2000 CHARACTERS.

- **wow, without prasad, i dont think i have a chance at passing this class.** He was always there during office hours, even helped me when it wasn't his office hours. explained material really well, made sure we understood how to do each problem. Sections are at really bad times, but i went to every one because they were very helpful. Thank goodness for TAs like prasad.

- **he makes math 10a an easier class because he explains the lessons so clearly.**

- **He is very clear and understandable when teaching the material clarifying it so that i could understand it.** He helped me on my homework and he helped me not only with the problem itself but also with the understanding of the concept. with his help i was able to learn the material

- **Prasad was very well versed in how to present material in a comprehensive way.** He did a god job in helping me to understand certain aspects of the course material that I did not understand in lecture. I think that his explanations helped me on exams and on homework. I think that he could make himself more available to students during office hours and such. He seemed like he was very busy, and could not give us very much attention.